In the PAC-learning model, the Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) dimension plays the key role to estimate the polynomial-sample learnability of a class of binary functions. For a class of multi-valued functions, the notion has been generalized in various ways. This paper investigates the complexity of computing some of generalized VC-dimensions: VC*-dimension, *,-dimension, and SG-dimension. For each dimension, we consider a decision problem that is, for a given matrix representing a class F of functions and an integer K, to determine whether the dimension of .F is greater than K or not. We prove that the VC*-dimension problem is polynomial-time reducible to the satisfiability problem of length J with 0 (log2 J ) variables, which includes the original VC-dimension problem as a special case. We also show that the qG-dimension problem is still reducible to the satisfiability problem of length J with 0(log2 J ) , while the *,-dimension problem becomes NP-complete.
Introduction
The PAC learnability due to Valiant [Val841 is to estimate the feasibility of learning a binary function probably approximately correctly, from a reasonable amount of examples (polynomialsample), within a reasonable amount of time (polynomial-time). It is well-known that the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension (VC-dimension) which is a combinatorial parameter of a class of binary functions plays the key role to determine whether the class is polynomial-sample learnable or not [BEHW89, LMR91, NatSl] . As a natural extension, the learnability of a class of multi-valued functions has been characterized by various generalized notions such as pseudodimension [Hau92] , graph dimension [Nat89] , and Natarajan dimension [Nat89] . Ben-David et al. [BCL92] unified them into a general scheme, by introducing a family Q of mappings which translate multi-valued functions into binary ones. This paper deals with a complexity issue on some of these dimensions of a class over a finite learning domain. We remark that the complexity of computing each dimension is of independent interest from the polynomial-time learnability, since it is not directly related to the running time of learning algorithms.
According t o the complexity of finding VC-dimension of a class of binary functions over a finite learning domain, Linial et al. [LMR91] showed that the VC-dimension can be computed in n0(logn) time, where n is the size of a given matrix which represents the class. Nienhuys-Cheng and Polman [NP93] gave another no(logn)-time algorithm, although they have not analyzed its running time. The author [Shi93] showed that the decision version of the problem is "complete" for the class of n0('"gn) time computable sets, in the same sense as the problem of finding a minimum dominating set in a tournament due to Megiddo and Vishkin [MV88] . That is, we gave two reductions in [Shi93] :
0 The VC-dimension problem is reducible in polynomial time to the satisfiability problem of a boolean formula of length J with 0(log2 J ) variables. That is, the problem is in the class "SAT1,2,".
For every constant C, the satisfiability problem in conjunctive normal form with rn clauses and C log2 rn variables is polynomial-time reducible t o the VC-dimension problem. That means the problem is "~~~;;2",-hard".
In this paper, we extend the above results in three ways. For the notions of generalized VCdimensions, "VC*-dimension" , "Q,-dimension" , and "QG-dimension", we settle the complexity issues. The following results are obtained:
(1) The VC*-dimension problem is also in SATlOg2,. This result includes the original VCdimension problem in [Shi93] as a special case. Since the VC*-dimension problem is also ~~~:;F,-hard, the problem may be interpreted as a "complete" problem for the class of n0('"g ") time computable sets.
(2) The &dimension problem is NP-complete.
(3) The XPG-dimension problem is in SATlOg2, again.
These results give a connection between various dimension problems and the satisfiability problems of boolean formulae with restricted number of variables.
Preliminaries
This section introduces some notions and summarizes results in [Shi93] .
For a matrix M, let Mij denote the element on row i and column j of M , and the size of M is the number of elements in M. The length of a boolean formula a, denoted by lal, is the total number of variable occurrences in a .
Let U be a finite set called a learning domain, and N be the set of natural numbers. For a class F of functions from U to N, we define range( VC-shatters a set S z U if for every subset T C S there exists a function f E F such that f (x) = 1 for all x E T and f (x) = 0 for all x E S -T. The Vapnik-Chervonenleis dimension of F, denoted by VC-dim(F), is the maximum cardinality of a set which is VC-shattered by 3 .
Definition 2. The VC-dimension problem is, given (0, 1)-valued matrix M and integer K 2 1, to determine whether VC-dim(FM) 2 K or not.
Definition 3. [MV88]
The classes SATlogkn and SAT^^, for k 2 1 are defined as follows:
(1) A set L is in SATlogkn if there exists a Turing machine M, a polynomial p(n), and a constant C , such that for every string I of length n, M converts I within p(n) time into a boolean formula QI (whose length is necessarily less than p(n)) with at most C logk n variables, so that I E L if and only if is satisfiable.
(2) The definition of SATEF, is essentially the same as that of SATlogkn except that the formula QI is in conjunctive normal form.
From the definitions, it is easy to see that for each k > 1,
, is polynomial-time reducible to the VC-dimension problem.
Complexity of VC*-dimension Problem
In this section, we introduce a natural generalization of the VC-dimension, which is defined for a class of multi-valued functions. Then we show that the generalized VC-dimension problem is still in SATlOg2, and hard, hard, as well as the original VC-dimension problem. Therefore we may interpret that the generalized VC-dimension problem is also "complete" for the class of n0('"gn) time computable sets.
The following definition seems to be one of the most natural extensions of the VC-dimension for a class of multi-valued functions.
Definition 4. Let 3 be a class of functions over U. We say that F shatters a set S U if for every function g from S to range(F), there exists a function f E F such that f (x) = g(x) for all x E S. The VC-dimension of F, denoted by VC*-dim(F), is the maximum cardinality of a set which is shattered by F .
We can easily see that VC*-dim(F) coincides with VC-dim(F) for any class F of functions with range(F) = (0,l). It is not hard to verify the following inequality, that is well-known in the case lrange(3))l = 2 [Natgl] .
Lemma 1. For any class F of functions, Definition 5. The VC-dimension problem is, given an integer matrix M and integer K 2 1, to determine whether VC*-dim(FM) > K or not.
Now we show that the VC*-dimension problem is polynomial-time reducible to the satisfiability problem of a boolean formula of length J with 0(log2 J) variables.
Theorem 3. The VC*-dimension problem is in SATlOgz,.
Proof. The outline of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 1 due to [Shi93] . Let M be an m x r matrix and K be an integer, and let N = Irange(F) 1. We denote the elements in range(FM) by yl, y2, . . . , y~. By Lemma 1, we can assume that K < without loss of generality. Moreover, we can also assume that m = 2' for some integer 1; if m < 2' for 1 = [logml, then we enlarge M by duplicating the last row of M until the row size reaches 2'. It is easy to see that the size of the enlarged matrix M' is less than twice as large as that of the original matrix M, and VC*-dim(F'1) = VC*-dim(FM).
We use the following notions: for a boolean formula a and a proposition c, we denote We now construct a boolean formula which contains K.1 variables vkt (1 5 k 5 K, 1 5 t 5 1) as follows:
, l < q < N ) ,
Note that the length of ( P M is where n = m r is the size of the given matrix M. Also note that (PM can be constructed in polynomial time with respect to n. 
. , K ) .
Finally, we get the following equivalence:
T a ( V , @ s j ) = l f o r a n y s~{ l , . . . ,~K ) j=l for each s E { I , . . . , N~) , The next theorem shows that the VC*-dimension problem is ~~~E ;~-h a r d .
Theorem 4.
Every L E SAT^?^ is polynomial-time reducible to the VC*-dimension problem.
Proof. The generalized VC-dimension problem includes the original VC-dimension problem
in which an instance is restricted to a (0, 1)-valued matrix. Therefore Theorem 2 immediately derives this theorern.
Complexity of XI!-dimension Problems
The VC*-dimension introduced in the previous section seems to be one of the most natural extension of the VC-dimension to the class of multi-valued functions. However, it has not been used actually in the literatures. The reason is that the cardinality of the largest class F of functions over U of a given dimension grows exponentially in IUI for all lrange(F) ) l > 2 [Alo83, BCL921, whereas polynomial growth is desirable for the PAC-learning model. As alternative definitions, a variety of notions of dimension to classes of multi-valued functions had been proposed [Nat89, Hau921, and Ben-David et al. gave a general scheme [BCL92] which unified them. They introduced Q-dimension, where Q is a family of mappings which translate multi-valued functions into (0, 1 )-valued ones. In this section, we investigate the complexity of computing Q-dimension for two special families Q, and QG. We show that the @,-dimension problem is NP-complete, while the QG-dimension is still in SAT1,,2,.
Definition 6. Let Q be a family of the mappings q!I from N to { O , I , *), where * will be thought of as a null element. Let F be a class of functions over U . We say that F Q-shatters a set S 5 U if there exists a mapping 11, E \I, which satisfies the following condition: for every subset T S, there exists a function f E F with $(f (x)) = 1 for any x E T and $(f (x)) = 0 for any x E S -T. That is, Q-shattering requires that under some mapping $ E Q, F contains all functions from U to {O,l). The Q-dimension of F, denoted by @-dim(F), is the maximum cardinality of a set which is @-shattered by F.
Remark 1. In [BCL92], they introduced more general notions of @-shatter and Q-dimension.
Our definition of the Q-dimension corresponds to the uniform Q-dimension they call.
Definition 7. For a family Q of mappings from N to { O , l , *), we define the Q-dimension problem as the decision problem to determine whether @-dim(FM) 2 K or not for given integer matrix M and an integer K 2 1.
Let Q, be the family of all mappings from N to { O , l , *). Therefore, the Q,-dimension problem is the most general one in the Q-dimension problems.
Theorem 5. The *,-dimension problem is NP-complete.
Proof. It is easy to see that the Q,-dimension problem is in N P : guess a set S 5 U of size K and a mapping q!I E Q nondeterministically, and verify that FM Q-shatterd S by consecutively guessing appropriate f's in FM. This procedure terminates in polynomial time.
Now we give a polynomial-time reduction from 3SAT to the problem. Let = Cl . . C, be a formula in 3-CNF with variables v2, vs, . . . , vn, v,+l. Without loss of generality, we can assume that rn is a power of 2. We first construct a matrix M+ which has log rn + 2 rows and 6m columns, and then prove that Q,-dim(FM+) = log rn + 2 if and only if @ is satisfiable.
The learning domain U corresponding to is defined as U = {xo, X I , yl , y2, . . . , y~og,).
The class FM+ of functions from U to {O,l,. . . , n + 1) is The only shadowed elements depend on the structure of each clause Ci in a.
where each function in FMG is defined as follows.
For each i E { I , . . . , m) and u E (1, . . . , log m),
that is, the value of fik and gik on yu corresponds with the u-th binary digit of the number
which are independent of the structure of @. On the other hand, the values of fil, fi2 and fis on xo and X I reflect the structure of the clause
if the literal Zik is a negative literal lv,, then we define
Otherwise (Zik is a positive literal v,),
It should be noticed that q ranges from 2 to n + 1. Figure 1 illustrates the structure of the matrix MQ, .
It is easy to see that Ma can be constructed in polynomial time with respect to the length of given formula a.
Now we prove that if the formula @ is satisfiable then Q,-dim(F) = logm + 2. For an assignment CT which satisfies @, we consider a mapping $o E Q with
Let i E {I, . . . , m) be fixed arbitrarily. From the definition, XPG is a subset of ! P, .
The following theorem gives an interesting contrast with the Theorem 5.
Theorem 6. The QG-dimension problem is in SAT1,,2,.
Proof. The outline and notations follow the proof of Theorem 3. Let M be an m x r matrix and K be an integer. We should remark that in this time, the inequality K 5
does not necessarily hold. Instead, we can only assume that K 5 log r. We construct a boolean formula @ I , as where a k j q is the same as that in the proof of Theorem 3. Then the length of @h is since 2K 5 r. Now we show that an assignment CJ satisfies @h if and only if I S, I = K and S , is QG-shattered by &.
For every integer s E (1,. . . , 2K), let g, be the function from S , to (0,l) such that gs(x(,,k)) = digit(s, 2, k) for each k E (1,. . . , K). Then for any s E (1,. . . , 2K), any j E { I , . . . , r ) , and any q E {I,. . . , N ) , x(,,k) )) = digit(s, 2, k) for each k E {I, . . . , K), and digit(s, 2, kl) f digit(% 2, k2) implies (0, kl) f (0, k2) for any kl, k2 E {I,. . . , K).
" $~,~, ( f j (~( , , k ) ) ) = gs(x(0,k)) for all k E { l , . . . , K ) , and digit(s, 2, kl) f digit(s, 2, k2) implies (a, kl) # (0, k2) for any kl , k2 E {I, . . . , K ) .
* $~,~, ( f~( x ) )
= gs(x) for all x E S,, and digit(% 2, kl) # digit(s, 2, k2) implies (0, kl) # (0, k z ) for any kl, k2 E (1, . . . , K). According to the hardness result, the following theorem is easily derived from the Theorem 2.
Theorem 7. Every L E SATE?'' is polynomial-time reducible to the qG-dimension problem.
Conclusion
We investigated the complexity of computing various generalized dimensions for a class of multi-valued functions. We showed that *,-dimension problem, which is the most general problem, is NP-complete. On the other hand, we proved that both the VC*-dimension problem and the QG-dimensiOn problem are in SATlogzn and hard, hard, as well as the original VC-dimension problem. It still remains open that these problems, as well as the original VCdimension problem, are in or SATlog2 ,-hard. We will analyze the complexity of some other dimensions, such as pseudo-dimension [Hau92] and Natarajan dimension [Nat89] , in the future works.
